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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 	
 	
Spotlight on escorted photographic journey across Norway with award-winning 
photographer puts Scandinavian Travel Specialist in the lead. 	
 	
Vancouver, December 12, 2017- Award-winning master in photography, filmmaker and 
travel writer, David Evans teams up with Scandinavian Travel Specialist, 50 Degrees North 
for innovative photographic escorted tour of Norway. 	
 	
Landscape photography, culture and history are at the forefront of 50 Degrees North’s 12-
day small escorted tour of Norway, where nature rules and culture thrives. Travellers and 
nature photography enthusiasts alike will visit the country’s iconic sites of towering fjords, 
majestic landscape, wildlife and coastal villages.	
 	
From May 28th to June 8, guests will splurge in wonders and photographic knowledge 
under the guidance (and sharp eye) of David Evans, Lonely Planet’s photographer and 
contributor to leading travel media outlets and organizations such as National Geographic 
Society, Bill and Melinda Gates and United Nations Foundations. 	
 	
“50 Degrees North is thrilled to work with such an accomplished photographer. We’ve been 
following David’s work for years and enjoyed his impressive captures of the Northern 
Lights. We thought it would be great to invite David to escort a small group in the 
springtime, when nature resumes and longer daylight adds to the dramatic beauty of 
Norway’s summer coastal landscapes”, said Tietse Stelma, 50 Degrees North’s Director 
and Co-Founder.	
		
The 12-day escorted tour's key highlights are: Hurtigruten Coastal Port-to-Port Voyage, 
King Crab Safari in Kirkenes, private fjord tour in Oslo, private Sea Eagle Safari with RIB 
boat in Lofoten Archipelago, North Cape Excursion and endless sunset photographic 
opportunities.	
 	
"In recent years I’ve spent quite some time exploring the land of some of my ancestors. 
Genetics is amazing in that my connection to Scandinavia is strong - the people, the food 
and especially the landscape. The light has a unique quality I have not experienced 
anywhere else in the world”, said David Evans. 	
		
Throughout the tour, David Evans, with the assistance of local guides and photographers, 
will teach techniques to photograph the endless midnight light, dramatic landscape, wildlife 
and food. He will also share some of his images postproduction secrets, and review and 
critic guests' images in the most constructive and comprehensive fashion 	
		
50	Degrees	North's	escorted	tours	are	small,	between	10	to	12	like-minded	travellers	that	
share	similar	interests.	The	intimate	setting	provides	a	closer	connection	with	
photographers	and	local	experts,	as	well	as	the	inhabitants	of	the	various	locations	visited.		
 	
The Escorted Midnight Sun Photography Tour of Norway operates May 28-June 8, 
2018. The tour departs and ends in Oslo. Cost USD$ 9,863 per person.  
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For information and images of David Evans, 
visit: https://travelentropy.com and http://bit.ly/2AHM4ml 

For more information on 50 Degrees North, visit: https://us.fiftydegreesnorth.com 

For destination images, visit: http://bit.ly/2BVdWm6  *photo credit Tourism Norway. 
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For Media Inquiries:	
North America	
Elyse Mailhot	
Email: elyse@emadventuremarketing.com	
Mobile: +1.604.818.1965	
		
Head-office 	
Jayde Kincaid  	
Email: jk@fiftydegreesnorth.com	
Mobile: +61.1300.422 .821	
 	
 	
More about 50 Degrees North: 	
50 Degrees North is a niche, independently owned and fully licensed wholesaler and 
receptive tour operator specializing in Scandinavia, Iceland and the Arctic. The company 
operates exceptional tailor-made and small escorted tours in destinations located north of 
the 50th parallel.  50 Degrees North is recognized for its local expertise, the originality of 
their programs and detailed operation of innovative and authentic itineraries. 50 Degrees 
North was established in 2010. The company’s headquarters are in Lillehammer, Norway 
and offices in Vancouver and Melbourne.	
 	
	


